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Abstract
Solid-state implementations of quantum bits are very

promising for quantum computation, because of their
potential scalability and integrability. On the other side
solid state noise represents a serious limitation towards
the target of solid state quantum computation. We il-
lustrate various possibilities to apply quantum control
techniques to solid state qubits. We focus on open loop
quantum control, and show that a simpleclosed loop
protocol can greatly improve the coherence time of sin-
gle qubit gates.
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1 Introduction
Solid state coherent system are at the forefront of

present day research because of the perception that
large scale integration may be combined with new
physical properties to yield new paradigms for nano-
electronics. With this original motivation the possible
implementation of quantum computers [Nielsen and
Chuang, 2000; Ekert and Jozsa, 1996] with solid state
nanodevices has been proposed in the last decade [Loss
and Di Vincenzo,1998; Makhlin, Schön and Shnirman,
2001; Falci et al, 2000]. Besides possible applica-
tions in quantum information processing, operating ad-
vanced control of the dynamics in a nanodevice would
open a wide scenario for both fundamental and applied
physics. Therefore recently some effort has been spent
to understand how to implement in the solid state, co-
herent effects typical of quantum optics and NMR. In
this respect nanofabrication may give certain advan-
tages. For instance coupling energies larger than in
atomic physics are easily achieved, thus reducing typ-
ical time scales for operations. At the same time flex-

ibility in the design offers several solutions for tun-
ing couplings, allowing in principle to implement via
advanced control the Hamiltonian driving any desired
state transformation.
On the other side solid state noise represents a serious
limitation towards the target of a solid state quantum
processor. The variety of noise sources typical of the
solid state may severely limit coherence times. So un-
derstanding how to limit or counteract the effect of the
noise is a crucial issue.
Three classes of strategy have been proposed to de-
feat noise, namely: (a) Quantum Error Correction
(QEC) [Preskill, 1998], (b) design of decoherence
free [Lidar and Whaley,2003] Hilbert subspaces, (c)
dynamical decoupling by open-loop quantum con-
trol [Viola and Lloyd, 1998; Viola, Knill and Lloyd,
1999); Facchi, Nakazato and Pascazio, 2001; Falci et
al, 2004; D’Arrigo, 2005]. Quantum error correction in
nanodevices requires hardware resources unavailable at
present, and has not been yet demonstrated, as well as
the existence of decoherence-free subspaces which rely
on too strong idealization of the noisy environment.
Open-loop control techniques instead appear more fea-
sible.Echo protocol has been demonstrated, andbang-
bang protocol might effectively limit the effects of low
frequency noise. Indeed, recently, improved filtering of
high-frequency noise has lead to a new generation of
devices [Vion et al, 2002; Poletto et al.,] where most of
the suppression of the signal is due to solid-state noise
from low frequencies up to the MHz regime.
Optimizing the tradeoff between efficient control and
noise by exploring the flexibility in the design of
devices and gates is the main task of present day
research for these devices. They allow to explore
subspaces which are partially protected from low-
frequency noise [Mastellone et al., 2008; D’Arrigo et
al., 2008] as well as various dynamical strategies of



protection [Falci et al, 2000; Siewert, Brandes and
Falci, 2009; Siewert, Brandes and Falci, 2006]. Two
promising aspect of quantum control are the possi-
ble design of closed loop protocols [Korotkov, 2003],
which we argue should greatly improve the visibility
of the output signal, and the fact that coherent nanode-
vices may be used as mesoscopic probes for quantum
spectroscopy of the environment [Zazunov et al., 2007;
Falci et al., 2006; Paladino et al., 2008; Mastellone et
al., 2008]
The paper is organized as follows. We first present
a model for the noisy dynamics of a qubit, then
we illustrate various control techniques. We discuss
echo and Bang-bang open loop control, and a closed
loop protocol. We briefly illustrate how to imple-
ment the protocolSTimulated Raman Adiabatic Pas-
sage [Bergmann,Theuerand Shore, 1998] in solid state.
Finally we give a snapshot on Quantum Spectroscopy .

2 Single qubit and noise model
In the spirit of the present analysis, we can describe

the effect of the unwanted interaction between a solid
state qubit and its environment by a classical stochastic
processξ(t). The Hamiltonian is:

HQ(t) = −
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whereΩ is the qubit level splitting, the polar angle
θ defines qubit working point, andA(t) is a control
field. We characterizeξ(t) by its power spectrum
Sξ(ω) =

∫
dτe−iωτ 〈ξ(t)ξ(t + τ)〉, where where〈·〉

indicates the ensemble average. Typically solid state
noise is broadband and structured, i. e. the noise spec-
trum extends to several decades, it is non-monotonic,
sometimes a few resonances are present. We focus
on slow noise frequency components. Indeed actual
measurements protocols require numerous repetitions
so that they are particularly sensitive to the unstable de-
vice calibration due to low-frequency fluctuations. The
leading effect of such kind of noise is defocusing of the
measured signal, analogous to inhomogeneous broad-
ening in NMR [Slichter, 1996].
Peculiarly, at low frequenciesSξ(ω) has a characteris-
tic 1/ω behavior. Its physical origin varies from de-
vice to device and depends on the specific material.
A well-established theory explains 1/f noise by an en-
semble of microscopic bistable fluctuators (BF) with
switching ratesγ distributed withP (γ) ∝ 1/γ [Weiss-
man, 1988]. The BF-1/f spectrum isSξ(ω) =
1/2

∑
i v2

i γi/(γ2

i + ω2). If γ ∈ [γm, γM ], in the same
interval of frequencies it is approximated bySξ(ω) =
[(π/4)NBF v2/ ln(γM/γm)]ω−1, where NBF is the
total number of fluctuators, andv is the average cou-
pling strength between the fluctuators and the qubit.
While the low frequency cut-off (γm) depends also

Figure 1. Top: pictorial representation of the pulse sequences for

echo. Bottom: Bloch sphere representation of the protocol.The

preparation pulse consists in aπ/2 rotation setting the system in a

superposition of computational states ofH = Ωσz/2, then the

system freely precesses for a time∆t aroundẑ. A instantaneous

π-pulse around̂x switches the qubit back, and the secondπ/2 mea-

surement pulse after∆t projects back the state along the computa-

tional axis. The ideal echo protocol implements the identity opera-

tion, it singles out decay when an environment is present.

on the measurement time of the protocol, the intrinsic
high-frequencycut-off (γM ) is hardly detectable. Some
experiments suggest a cut-off near 1 MHz [Vion et al,
2002].

3 Open loop dynamical decoupling
Ensuring a sufficient high degree of control over both

environmental and operational errors is a chief require-
ment for physical realizations of quantum information,
shared to a lesser or greater extent by the large vari-
ety of device technologies which are nowadays being
considered. Dynamical decoupling methods [Viola and
Lloyd, 1998; Viola, Knill and Lloyd, 1999)] for open
quantum systems derive their basic physical intuition
from coherent averaging techniques in high-resolution
NMR spectroscopy [Slichter, 1996; Vandersypen and
Chuang, 2004]. In the prototypical application of de-
coupling the objective is theaveraging of the environ-
mental couplings responsible for decoherence. The ba-
sic idea is to acton the system with a judiciously chosen
time-dependent control in such a way that the resulting
controlled dynamics depends only on the system vari-
ables.
The simplest example of these procedures consists in

the spin-echo protocol a sequence of three pulses pic-
torially schematized in Fig.1, in which we consider the
caseθ = 0. Anisotropic noise acting alonĝz effec-
tively induces a random fluctuating splittingΩ(t). If
the characteristic correlation time of these fluctuations
τc = γ−1

M , is much longer than∆t, the echo protocol is
expected to remove the effect of noise.
Spin-echo protocols have been implemented with su-

perconducting nanocircuits revealing an effective par-



Figure 2. Decay of〈σy〉 ∝ exp−ΓN (t) at fixed t̄ = 10/γ
for increasing number of pulsesN . The parameter isg = v/γ,

the qubit Hamiltonian is along the noise axis. ForN > 5 we have

2∆t < γ−1 where we expect efficient decoupling. Inset:ΓN (t)
for g = 1.1 and different∆t are compared with the free noisy

dynamics,Γ0(t).

Figure 3. PurityS(t) for H forming aπ/4 angle with the noise

axisẑ and in the presence of1/f noise. The uncontrolled dynamics

(gray) is compared with BB for different pulse lengths, (a)∆t =
5ns, (b) ∆t = 0.4ns, (c) ∆t = 0.1ns, (d) ∆t = 0.05ns.

Dots indicate the stroboscopic times2N∆t. Noise level is typical

of experiments with charge qubits and extends in[105, 109]Hz, the

qubit level splitting is1010rad/s.

tial removal of low-frequency noise [Nakamura et al.,
2002; Vion et al, 2002], the major problem for quan-
tum state processing [Paladino et al., 2002; Paladino
et al.,2003; Falci et al. 2005]. A sequence ofN
echo pulses realizes the so-called bang-bang decou-
pling (BB) [Viola and Lloyd, 1998; Viola, Knill and
Lloyd, 1999)], which is expected to decouple the qubit
from the noise for timest = 2N∆t. In refs [Falci et
al., 2004], [D’Arrigo, 2005] we have studied dynami-
cal decoupling of superconducting qubits from random
telegraph noise and1/f noise. We found that very
large pulse frequencies effectively compensate deco-
herence, leading to a universal behavior. This is il-
lustrated in Fig.2, in which we consider the case of a
qubit coupled to a single bistable impurity switching
with rateγ. We plot the decay rateΓN of the expec-

tation value of the observableσy, as a function of the
number of the applied pair of echo pulses. The dura-
tion t of the entire protocol is fixed, so that increasing
the numberN of the pulses pair means reducing the
interval∆t between two pulses.

Dynamical decoupling of1/f noise is illustrated in
Fig.3, in which we set the qubit working point atθ =
π/4. We plot the purityS(t) = ln[Tr(ρ2)], a conve-
nient quantity measuring deviations from unitary dy-
namics (ρ is the qubit density matrix). A successful
decoupling protocol yields a pure state withS = 0.
In the absence of pulses noise induces a initial decay
of the purity on a scaleT ∗

2
≈ 1ns. In case (a)∆t is

larger than the shortest times scales of the noise,∆t >
1/(2γM ), T ∗

2
. The Bloch vector is almost aligned with

the initial Hamiltonian when the first pulse is applied,
then decoheres along the new Hamiltonian. This accel-
erates the decay to the equilibrium state. Curves (b)-
(d) refer to higher pulse rates∆t < 1/(2γmax) where
one would expect decoupling. Instead in the experi-
mental relevant case of intermediate pulse frequencies
BB may alsoenhance decoherence. This effect, unex-
pected in the naive description of BB, is reminiscent of
the inverse Zeno effect [Facchi, Nakazato and Pascazio,
2001]. Thus the qualitative effect of BB turns out to be
very sensitive to short-time features of the system dy-
namics in the absence of pulses which strictly depends
of the working point of the device.

4 Closed loop control

Various options to eliminate effects of low frequency
noise up to the MHz regime, as protected subspaces [3]
and open-loop control dynamical decoupling suppress
as well interactions necessary to drive the system. An
alternative approach is suggested by preliminary nu-
merical results shown in Fig.4 where initial conditions
of an environment of thousands bistable fluctuations
with broadband spectrum was studied. It is shown that
by suitable resetting of the environment a substantial
increase of the signal amplitude is obtained. Indeed
contrary to the usual scenario of quantum optics, de-
phasing due to broadband noise depends on the prepa-
ration. The simulation mimicks an ideal closed loop
feedback procedure. The leading dephasing effect in
this protocol is due to fluctuations during time evolu-
tion. Therefore, on a time scale oft∗ (in Fig.4 we set
t∗ = 1µs, as in actual experiments), the resulting sig-
nal is only sensitive to the noise arising from fluctuators
with γ & 1/t∗, and the effect strongly depends on the
high frequency cut-offγM . This protocol cancels the
effect of inhomogeneous broadening, and it is expected
to show different characteristic behavior in time (com-
pare cyan and blue curves with the black one, Fig.4).
We derived a analytic expressions for this regime with
the perspective of designing a possible closed-loop pro-
cedure, along the ideas of Ref. [Korotkov, 2003].
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Figure 4. Effect of simulating a closed loop protocol by reset-

ting environment initial conditions, forΩ = 1011 rad/s, and a

1/f noise withγ ∈ [1, 106] Hz, v = 9.5 · 107 rad/sand

NBF = 1500. Without resetting, the signal amplitude has a

strong initial decay, as seen in experiments (red dots) and simula-

tions (black curve). Resetting enhances the amplitude: cyan and blue

curves refer to a high-energy environment cutoffγM respectively at

1 MHz and10 MHz; notice in this case the crossover to an initial

slow power-law decay, triggered by the high-frequency cutoff.

Figure 5. Left: electrical drawing of the Quantronium [Vionet al,

2002]. A split Cooper pair box formed by a superconducting is-

land (dot) of total capacitanceC connected to the circuit via two

small Josephson junctions (boxes with cross). The chargingen-

ergyEC = 4e2/(2C) sets the scale of the electrostatic energy

which is controlled by the gate-chargeng = CgVg/(2e), where

Cg << C is the gate capacitance. The phaseΦ across the se-

ries of two junctions is a second knob for the device. This phase is

controlled by the flux imposed through the loop by an externalcoil,

and by a bias current. Right: The four lowest energy levels ofthe

quantronium as a function of the gate-charge for Josephson energy

EJ = EC . STIRAP can be performed between the two lowest

levelsEg (black),Eu (red) and the first excited levelEe (green).

5 Advanced control
Well known techniques from quantum optics such

as Rabi oscillations, spin-echo experiments, observa-
tion of Ramsey fringes, have been successfully imple-
mented with superconducting nanocircuits in the past
years [Nakamura et al., 2002; Nakamura, Pashkin and
Tsai, 1999; Vion et al, 2002].
Naturally one may expect that also more complex

methods and topics from quantum optics find their
“analogue” superconducting nanocircuits. Because of
the stronger couplings involved and noise sources, this
project requires more than a mere translation of the pro-

Figure 6. Population transfer by STIRAP in the Quantronium.

Top: (left) Two Gaussian gate-voltage pulsesng(t) = ng +
Ag(t) cos(ωgt) + Au(t) cos(ωut) resonant withωg =
Ee−Eg andωu = Ee −Eu are applied. For a charging energy

EC = 50µeV the time unit corresponds to about1.3×10−11s.

Remaining panels: time evolution of the populations of the ground

statesρgg , ρuu, and of the excited stateρuu for the isolated system

(solid lines) for initial state|g〉. The effect of quantum noise cor-

responding to a dephasing time of about50ns is included (dashed

lines). The only remarkable effect is extra decay|u〉 → |g〉 at the

end of the protocol.

tocol from quantum optics to the solid state. A partic-
ularly interesting issue is to obtain population transfer
between different states of a many-body quantum sys-
tems exploiting the “stimulated Raman adiabatic pas-
sage” (STIRAP) [Bergmann,Theuer and Shore, 1998].
The STIRAP technique is based on aΛ configuration
of two hyperfine ground states coupled to the same ex-
cited state by classical laser fields. By slowly varying
the fields amplitudes it is possible to transfer the pop-
ulation from one ground state to the other, with no di-
rect transition processes between them. We have shown
that this protocol can be realized as well in a single
charge-phase Cooper-pair box operated as a three level
atom [Siewert, Brandes and Falci, 2009; Siewert, Bran-
des and Falci, 2006]. This circuit, nicknamed Quantro-
nium [Vion et al, 2002] and shown in Fig.5, is a conve-
nient device since its tunability may be easily exploited
to obtain selective and relatively strong coupling to the
fields allowing to perform STIRAP before decoherence
takes place. The three lowest eigenstates are conve-
niently identified by a fixed gate voltage corresponding
to ng = 0.45 (red arrow in Fig.5). The AC part of
the gate voltage provides the required drives, allowing
almost complete population transfer even in the pres-
ence of considerable decoherence sources, Fig.6. Low-
frequency noise due to impurities which can be consid-
ered static during each run of the protocol but switch on
a longer time scale leading to statistically distributed
level separations, may in principle spoil the transfer
process. We found that STIRAP is robust also against
low frequency noise. Despite the induced crossings of
the instantaneous levels, Zener tunneling still allows al-
most complete population transfer. By exploiting the
flexibility of the Quantronium it is also possible to gen-
erate Fock states in a resonating nanocirtuit [Siewert,



Brandes and Falci, 2009; Siewert, Brandes and Falci,
2006].

6 Quantum Spectroscopy
A proper characterization of broadband solid-state

noise is still lacking, except some general features
at very low frequencies (<< 1 KHz) [Zorin et al.,
1996], and some figures at GHz frequencies [Astafiev
et al.,2004]. Additional information would be valu-
able both from the point of view of material science
and for the design of more complex architectures. We
have shown that the response of driven system may be
a probe for the KHz to GHz intermediate range. This
is already the case of Rabi oscillations, whose pure de-
phasing is due to a substantial extent to sideband fre-
quencies intercepting the1/f noise spectrum in the 10-
50 MHz range [Falci et al., 2009].
It is interesting to notice that also standard open-loop

control procedures could be used for quantum spec-
troscopy since in the ideal case of absence of transi-
tions regular train of pulses sample a series of frequen-
cies depending on the pulse rate. The actual physics
emerging (see Fig.2 and Fig.3) with a wide variety of
Zeno and anti-Zeno behaviors is much more compli-
cated, suggesting the possibility that BB techniques
display much more spectroscopic information on the
solid-state environment.

7 Conclusion
In conclusion, in this article we have illustrated the

main effects of broadband noise affecting solid state
qubits. Indeed, solid state noise is too strong to
been corrected by means of Quantum Error Correction
alone. In addition QEC requires hardware resources
unavailable at present. So understanding how to oper-
ate at a physical level, in order to counteract noise, is an
important ingredient. In this perspective, we discussed
various control techniques on solid state devices. We
have shown that some closed loop techniques could be
particularly effective against low frequency noise, the
main limitation to coherence times in solid state quan-
tum hardware.
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